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HERE’S HOW TO BUILD
THE BATMAN:
Trim out the 2 pieces that
form your papercraft as
indicated. Don’t forget to
cut the assembly slots on
each piece. Attach the
foreground and background
pieces together by sliding
the color-matching assembly
slots into each other.
TIP: Start with the green
assembly slot connection at
Batman’s left shoulder, then
let the background piece
slightly curl horizontally as
you attach the orange and
blue assembly slots into each
other. Once attached, the
background piece will
straighten back out.

Tall ears vs.
short ears?
I like my Batman to
have nice
dramatically-tall
ears. But if you
prefer the more
cinematic “short”
ear style, go ahead
and trim them
down to size.

Riddle me this!
Which foreground piece
will you choose

?

The classic “animated style”
that honors the Batman of
cartoon television? Or the
“Dark Knight style” that
haunts the pages of comics
and graphic novels?

CUT ME
OUT WITH
SCISSORS

Foreground
piece:
Dark Knight
style

PRINT
ME ON
8 1/2 x 11
PHOTO
PAPER*
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BATMAN

Foreground
piece:
animated
style

No tape?
No glue?
No knives?
No Kidding!
www.
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DISCLAIMER: When a Desktop
Gremlin is classified with the
term “fan art” it means that
the material presented consists
of my original illustration and
papercraft engineering but it is
inspired by products and/or
characters that I did not invent.
BATMAN is not my invention
(obviously) and this papercraft
is in no way official nor
endorsed by their owners and
are either trademarks or
registered trademarks of their
owners in the United States
and/or other countries. I will
never sell or grant permission
to sell a Desktop Gremlin Fan
Art papercraft design based on
a character I did not create.

Just like Batman himself, this
papercraft is powerful and dark...
but it’s also epically simple to make.
See for yourself how the two pieces
come together in a dramatic
forward-leaning pose —
resulting in an amazing
looming hero of
the night!
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THAT SAID: I have been a fan of
Batman ever since I was a
young boy! I developed this
love reading comics at first and
I’ve been rewarded over the
years with many wonderful
Batman comics, graphic novels,
TV shows and movies.

Share photos of
your Batman on
your favorite social
network sites!

This papercraft is a gift to all
the people who enjoy exploring
the rooftops of Gotham City
with our favorite Dark Knight.
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www.DesktopGremlins.com is your destination for free papercraft that’s
easy-to-build, fun to display and ultra-cool to share. Each Desktop Gremlin
design has a different story, unique characteristics and extraordinary reasons
to be sitting on your desk. Discover this menagerie of wonderment today!

